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for.which. he. is. amenable. to. society,. is. that.which. concerns. others .. […].Over.
himself,.over.his.own.body.and.mind,.the.individual.is.sovereign .”.Hence,.there.
is. a. distinction. between. self­regarding and.other­regarding acts, and. only. the.
latter.are.subject.to.moral.criticism ..However,.while.all acts.are.in.some.way.self-
regarding,.it.is.not.clear.if.there.are.any.which.are.exclusively.so ..There.are.two.





from.what.“individuals”.(personal.or.not).do,.and.what.are.their rights.to do and.




mine.or.establish ..One.such.example,.the.case.of.same­sex marriages, is.further.
explored.in.this.paper .
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rating. self-regarding. from. other-regarding. acts ..This. should. be. consid-
ered.important.in.that.the.harm.principle.protects.only.self-regarding.acts,.
carving.out.a.space.for.freedom.which,.according.to.this.principle,.should.



































In. the.“Introductory”. to.his. famous.essay.On Liberty, John.Stuart.Mill.
writes:
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The.object.of.this.essay.is.to.assert.one.very.simple.principle,.as.entitled.to.
govern.absolutely.the.dealings.of.society.with.the.individual.in.the.way.of.















himself,.over.his.body.and.mind,. the.individual. is.sovereign ..(Mill,.1971:.
136)
Thus,.within.the.scope.of.those.acts.which.“concern”.only.those.who.










this.doctrine. is.meant. to.apply.only. to.human.beings. in. the maturity of 









aside. the. intriguing.question.of.where. to.draw.the.demarcation.line.be-
tween.“civilized”.and.“barbaric”.societies,.and.the.possibly.paternalistic.
or.even.colonialist.implication.of.this.thesis.(which.could.endanger.one.of.











coercion. of. the. public. opinion”) ..This. is. a. deeper. and.more. far-reach-
ing.objection.than.the.previous.one,.for.it.retains.its.force.even.after.we.
have.distinguished.who. is and.who. is.not possessed.of. the.maturity.of.
his.faculties ..There.are.indirect,.negative.forms.of.compulsion:.threats.of.
retaliation,.various. types.of.harassment.or,.as.Thucydides.would.put. it,.
“exercising.a. jealous.surveillance.over.each.other”. (1993:.89) ..Further-
more,.the.line.between.persuading.and.compelling.may.be.subject.to.one’s.
perception.and.sensitivity .. In.order. to.be.effective,. the. line.must.not.be.
arbitrary;.yet.this.is.very.hard.to.avoid,.because.perception.and.sensitivity.
are.subjective.and.relative.to.a.great.extent,.and.cannot.be.measured.by.




should. it.matter.at. all.how. those. results.are.actually.achieved?. If.harm.
can.be.avoided,.why.is.it.important.how.this.is.done?.From.a.utilitarian.








































anything that can. rightfully. stand. for. “what”. in. the.preceding. sentence.
will.define what.the.word.“interferes”.means.there ..Otherwise,.quite.liter-
ally.anything. could.count. as. interference ..For. example,. some.action.of.
mine.may.be.disliked.by.others.for.whatever.reason,.and.this.would.make.











tive importance indicating.that.certain.acts.are.not other-regarding,.despite.
their. possibly,. or. even. actually,. also. being. other-regarding. in. some. re-
spect ..We.need.to.define.a.sphere.of.action.that.is.not.the.rightful.concern.
of.others;.where.others.do.not,.and.should.not,.have.the.right.to.interfere.


























attempt. to.analyze.one.of. these ..But.before. turning. to.examples,. let.us.



























act. is. some.effect.on. their. interests ..Whether.an.act.has.an. impact. is. a.























ternal.preferences ..Suffice. it. to. say. that. this. is. also. a.highly.promising.
viewpoint,.as.it.provides.a.very.good.guideline.for.a.liberal.approach.to.
the.demarcation.line.between.self-.and.other-regarding.acts.and.practices ..
It. states. that. only. personal. preferences. constitute. a. legitimate. basis. for.
decisions.with.a.relevant.impact.on.others,.while.external.preferences.do.
not .. Personal. preferences. refer. to.what. someone.wishes. to. do. or. have,.
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It. is. now. the. right.moment. to. look.at. the. example. I.mentioned.earlier ..
Many.such.examples.arise.when.we.are.dealing.with.new.kinds.of.prac-

































Ellis. would. say. it. does .. He. would. admit. that. same-sex.marriages.
change.the.very.nature.of.marriage.“in.societies. in.which.marriage.had.
previously.been.restricted,.socially.and.legally,.to.members.of.the.oppo-
site. sex” ..But.he.would.also.claim. that. the. “desire. to.understand.one’s.
marriage.in.a.certain.way”.does.not.generate.“any.rights.over.the.behavior.
of.others”,.thus.referring.to.attempts.by.“others”.to.prevent.and.prohibit.
same-sex.marriages.because they feel that they endanger their way of life. 
And.why.should.“others”.think.that?.Because.they.consider.marriage to.
be. a. sacrosanct. institution.which,. as. stated. above,. gives. a. very. special 
1.The.distinction.between.two.kinds.of.change may.prove.to.be.useful.here.(espe-
cially.if.the.change.is.a.great.one):.radical change,.i .e ..a.change.whose.extent.is.great,.yet.
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meaning.to.their.lives,.and.as.such.is.to.be.defended.from.the.aspiration.













































example,. “sarriage”. (or,. as. in.Oregon,. “domestic. partnership”,. or. “civil.
union”,. like. in.some.other.US.states) .3.However,. it.seems.most.unlikely.
that.this.would.satisfy.those.who.seek.to.be.allowed.to.“marry”,.insisting.
on.the.use.of.that.very.word.and.unwilling.to.accept.any.other.name.for.it .












































for. preserving. all. distinctions. unless. a. change. is. justified .. If. this. argu-
ment.is.sound,.then.there.can.be.no.right.to.name same-sex.unions.mar­
riages, unless.we.are.ready.to.accept.a.cardinal.change.in.the.institution.
of.marriage,.one.which.would.amount. to. its.abandonment.and. replace-
ment. by. something. else. under. the. same. name!.The. conclusion. is. that,.
unlike.“domestic.partnerships”.or.“civil.unions”,.“same-sex.marriages”.
cannot.avoid.harming.others,.and.that.a change in name would.imply.a 
change in definition, thus.entailing.that.“same-sex.marriage”,.unlike.mar-
riage,.is.not.a.self-regarding.act.or,.in.Dworkin’s.words,.does.not.belong.
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acts. themselves. are. self-regarding. ones .4.The. question. becomes. one. of.
4.It. is. tempting. to. ask.what.would.happen. if.members.of. the. “old. institution”,. in.
trying.to.avoid.absorption.into.the.“new.institution”.and.thus.preserve.their.old.identity,.
decided.to.change the name of their institution: would.members.of.the.new.institution.fol-
low.them.in.that.new.naming,.attempting.to.prevent.their.escape?.Would.they.insist.in.be-
ing.named.with.the.same.name.(and.so.reject.the.difference),.rather.than.be.satisfied.with.
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tolerance:.defending.a.distinction.and,.for.that.matter,.part.of.the.world’s.











concern. of. others. is,. nonetheless,. their. legitimate. concern .. If. this.were.
to.happen,. then.neither of. these. competing. interests. and.actions.would.





others.“have.no rights. in. this.matter.at. all”. (Ellis,.2003:.195) ..This.“at.
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